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Inducing Human Behavior to Alleviate Overstay at PEV Charging Station
Sangjae Bae, Teng Zeng, Bertrand Travacca, Scott Moura
Abstract— As the plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) market
expands worldwide, PEV penetration has out-paced public PEV
charging accessibility. In addition to charging infrastructure
deployment, charging station operation is another key factor
for improving charging service accessibility. In this paper, we
propose a mathematical framework to optimally operate a PEV
charging station, whose service capability is constrained by the
number of available chargers. This mathematical framework
specifically exploits human behavioral modeling to alleviate the
“overstaying” issue that occurs when a vehicle is fully charged.
Our behavioral model effectively captures human decision-
making when humans are exposed to multiple charging product
options, which differ in both price and quality-of-service. We
reformulate the associated non-convex problem to a multi-
convex problem via the Young-Fenchel transform. We then ap-
ply the Block Coordinate Descent algorithm to efficiently solve
the optimization problem. Numerical experiments illustrate the
performance of the proposed method. Simulation results show
that a station operator who leverages optimally priced charging
options could realize benefits in three ways: (i) net profits gains,
(ii) overstay reduction, and (iii) increased quality-of-service.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper incorporates human behavior models to address
an important EV charging station operations problem –
the “overstay” issue [1]. This paper’s goal is to propose
a mathematical framework to optimally operate a charging
station that maximizes operating revenue, and manages over-
stay duration. This optimized operation strategy may help
station operators realize maximum facility utilization and
customer satisfaction. Furthermore, this paper proposes an
exact reformulation which turns a non-convex optimization
problem into a multi-convex problem. The problem is then
solved efficiently through the Block Coordinate Descent
algorithm [2]. This provides convergence guarantees for real-
time operation.
A. Background & Challenges
A recent study based on public charging station data
forecasts that the anticipated number of PEVs will reach
1 million in the U.S market by 2020, and more than 50%
of new cars sold globally will be electrified by 2040 [3].
However, the continued growth of PEVs might be impeded
by limited accessibility to charging infrastructure. Although
governments and private companies have put forth great
efforts to deploy public charging systems, there remains a
large gap between the current service capability and the
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expected PEV deployment. That is, PEV penetration has
out-paced charging station deployment [4], [5]. In urban
areas, especially central business districts, the competition
for charging resources is intense. After a charger is plugged-
in to a vehicle, the charger can be occupied (even if the PEV
is not charging) until the driver returns from work, shopping,
dining, etc. We refer to this behavior as “overstay”. Today,
“overstay” can consume a charger 6-8 hours in a typical day,
which blocks the charger from providing charging service
to other vehicles. In response to this overstay problem, the
charging service providers often (i) install more chargers to
satisfy demand [1], (ii) hire a human valet to rotate vehicles,
and/or (iii) apply a steep penalty if drivers overstay.
B. Literature Review
Surprisingly, very few publications have addressed the
overstay issue at charging stations, despite the problem’s
significance. Given a constrained number of chargers at the
station, one promising alternative to address accessibility is
to reduce overstay duration. The state-of-art approach is to
introduce a penalty on overstaying PEVs. Zeng et al. [1]
incorporates an “interchange” operation that actively unplugs
fully charged PEVs. The paper associates the action with a
financial burden, which essentially serves as a penalty to
users. Biswas et al. [6] introduces a penalty function that
is activated once the actual charging session is finished,
while the PEV remains occupying the charger. They develop
a penalty acceptance probability to further determine the
appropriate price setting. Recently, Tesla has implemented
a similar approach to address this exact issue. They impose
an “idle fee,” which is a penalty cost they apply to users, in
[$/minute], after the PEV is fully charged but still connected
[7]. However, the effectiveness of a penalty remains to be
studied. PEV drivers are individual decision makers who
should be studied to understand their sensitivity to various
pricing options. Furthermore, if human decision making
around charging is well-understood, then station operators
may optimally price charging service options to maximize
profit yet ensure high station throughput.
It is important to acknowledge the “human-in-the-loop”
dynamics that occur between the human customers, i.e.
the PEV drivers, and the station operator. Essentially, to
charge a vehicle, human drivers are exposed to prices for
electricity, parking, overstaying, etc. The driver decides on a
charging service accordingly, based on the delivered energy,
and parking/overstay duration. Incorporating human behavior
into system operations is not a new topic, particularly in
the domain of Cyber-Physical & Human Systems (CPHS).
In CPHS, human inputs can be a crucial component, but
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play different roles in different contexts. Examples include
humans as disturbances [8], [9], humans as cooperator [10],
or humans as system actuators [11], [12]. In particular, in
our previous work [12], we proposed a new perspective
on human behavior in control systems, where the desired
human behavior can be induced by a quantitative incentive
that the system operator can control. We coin these systems
as “human actuated systems”.
In a philosophically similar line of work, Bitar el al.
[13] introduced a “deadline differentiated pricing” scheme
to customers for managing deferrable loads. The quantitative
incentive is given by a lower electricity price when customers
have later departure times, and hence endow more charging
flexibility to the station operator. However, this effectively
induces customers to occupy chargers longer and can exac-
erbate the overstay problem. In this work, we specifically ad-
dress overstay – a longer stay does not mean lower charging
cost or higher profit. We propose a formalized mathematical
framework to incorporate a human behavior model for a
discrete set of choices, known as a Discrete Choice Model
(DCM). The framework can be cast as a classical nonlinear
optimal control problem, solved via dynamic programming
(DP) or sequential quadratic programming (SQP). However,
the scalability (in DP, due to Bellman’s curse of dimen-
sionality) or approximation errors (in SQP) remain hinder
these classical numerical optimal control methods. Here, we
re-formulate the non-convex optimal control problem into
a multi-convex optimization program, and apply it to PEV
charging station operations.
C. Contributions & Paper Organization
This paper provides the following novel contributions:
• We identify and address an important yet poorly under-
stood problem for PEV charging station – overstay.
• We propose a mathematical framework with Discrete
Choice Models to operate a PEV charging station with
an optimal pricing policy. The framework incorporates
a PEV driver’s probability of selecting various charging
options, and incorporates overstay, both of which are
responsive to the pricing policy.
• We reformulate the non-convex operation problem into
a multi-convex problem, which can be efficiently solved
via Block Coordinate Descent (BCD).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II details the discrete choice model for charging service.
Section III formulates the station pricing controller, and
Section IV reformulates it into multi-convex form. Section
IV details the block coordinate descent algorithm. Section V
presents the simulation results, using a real-world data set,
and discusses limitations. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.
II. PROBLEM OVERVIEW AND BEHAVIORAL MODELING
A. Definition and Evaluation of Overstay
The overstay duration is defined as the time duration after
a PEV is fully charged but continues to occupy a charger.
In this work, we impose a penalty to overstaying PEVs.
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Fig. 1. PEV charging station work flow: the decision process when users
plug-in their PEV.
However, the overstay is evaluated differently in the two
charging options (defined below), i.e., charging-flexibility
or charging-asap. In this arrangement, a driver inputs the
desired parking duration upon arrival to the charger. If the
user chooses charging-flexibility, then the overstay fee is
not charged over the desired parking duration. However, if
the user chooses charging-asap, the overstay fee is charged
immediately after the PEV is fully charged, irrespective of
the parking duration declared by the driver upon arrival.
From a station operator’s perspective, incentivizing long-
duration customers for flexible charging draws economic
benefits by avoiding high demand charges, yet limits service
to more customers.
B. PEV Charging Station Operation
Fig. 1 illustrates the charger operation for a single PEV
driver (denoted as “user”). Upon arrival to the PEV charging
station, the user inputs the following information: intended
parking duration and desired added range in miles. In
sequence, the user receives the pricing for two charging
service options in [$/kW], and an overstay penalty in [$/hour]
(bottom box in Fig. 1). These prices are computed by the
pricing policy controller. Given the prices, the user chooses
one of the following three options
• charging-flexibility (controlled charging, flexibility
granted by customer): The needed energy is guaranteed
to be delivered upon departure. However, the station
operator may optimize the charging schedule.
• charging-asap (uncontrolled charging, no time flexi-
bility permitted): The PEV is charged at max power
continuously, starting immediately, until the vehicle
departs or the battery is full.
• leave: the driver leaves the station without charging.
If a charger is vacant and a user decides for either charg-
ing service (charging-flexibility or charging-asap), then the
charger will be occupied for the entire parking duration.
When the user departs, the user pays the service fee (includ-
ing overstay fees if applicable). The charger then becomes
available to others. If the user decides to leave without
charging (leave), the charger remains open to others.
C. Behavioral Modeling with Discrete Choice Model (DCM)
Now, consider the perspective of the system operator.
Each choice alternative is associated with a corresponding
operation cost (blue and red boxes in Fig. 1 next to each
alternative). That is, evaluating which alternative the user
would choose is a key problem for the system operator when
determining the pricing policy. To mathematically evaluate
those behaviors, we apply DCM, and more specifically the
multinomial logit model [14].
In DCM, each alternative has a specific utility function,
and an alternative is chosen when its perceived utility is
higher than that of others. Mathematically, for the m-th
alternative, m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}, the utility function is
Um
.
= β>mzm + γ
>
mwm + β0m + m, (1)
where z is a set of “incentive” controls, w is a set of ex-
ogenous variables (or disturbances), βm and γm are weights
for the controllable inputs and uncontrollable inputs, respec-
tively, β0m is a so-called “alternative specific constant”, and
m accounts for a latent variable for unspecified errors. In the
context of the PEV charging station operation, “incentive”
controls include charging price and overstay penalty, and ex-
ogenous variables include time-of-the-day, parking duration,
battery capacity, initial SOC, and needed SOC (requested
by user). Interested readers can refer to [12] for details on
modeling “incentive” controls and exogenous variables in
human actuated systems.
Based on the multinomial logit model, the probability of
choosing alternative m is
Pr(alternative m is chosen) =
eVm∑M
n=1 e
Vn
, (2)
where Vm
.
= β>mzm+γ
>
mwm+β0m. Note that the probability
of choosing each alternative is a sigmoid (or softmax)
function, which is not convex in z. We will further discuss
how to reformulate this non-convex function into a multi-
convex optimization problem in Section IV.
1) Assumptions: We first assume that the same behavioral
model is applied to all users. These users undergo the same
decision process sketched in Fig. 1 when selecting charging
options, given prices. This can be relaxed by clustering
users into groups. We also assume that each user faithfully
chooses only one alternative at a time among the three
alternatives, and that the users are rational in a way that
they try to selfishly maximize their individual utilities. Those
assumptions are reasonable at the PEV charging station,
since it is impossible for the users to choose two charging
options at the same time and they prefer the alternative that
benefit themselves the most. Furthermore, we assume that
the DCM parameters are known, i.e., the system operator has
enough observations on the users’ decisions, given different
incentives, to identify an accurate DCM. Finally, we assume
that the demographic information of each user is not known,
i.e., only measurable data is used as features in the DCM.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this section, we present the detailed mathematical
formulations for the pricing policy controller. Note that the
control problem is solved each time a user arrives to the
charging station and requests charging service.
A. Control Objective
The objective of the pricing policy controller is to mini-
mize a convex combination of: (i) the net charging expenses
for purchasing electricity power from the grid, and (ii) the
net cost associated with overstay. We consider three control
variables for the pricing policy: (i) a charging tariff for
charging-flexibility zflex, (ii) a charging tariff for charging-
asap zasap, and (iii) an overstay penalty y.
1) Formulate Objective Function: Recall that there are
three possible alternatives that each user can choose: (i)
charging-flexibility; (ii) charging-asap; or (iii) leave. For the
first two choices, i.e., they decide to charge, the total cost
is a deterministic cost resulting from provisioning electricity
charging service, and a random cost resulting from overstay.
For the third alternative, we consider a deterministic oppor-
tunity cost resulting from losing a customer. The probability
of choosing each alternative is governed by the DCM, as
detailed in Section II, which is written as a function of the
control variables z =
[
zflex zasap y 1
]>
. The objective
function J is the expected cost over the total parking
duration, formulated as
J =Pr(charging-flex) (fflex(z) + λggflex(z)) (3)
+Pr(charging-asap)(fasap(z) + λggasap(z)) (4)
+Pr(leave)(f`(z)), (5)
where f indicates a deterministic cost, g indicates a random
cost, and λg is a regularization parameter. Next, we examine
how the functions f, g are formulated for each alternative.
CASE #1: Selecting charging-flexibility (Eqn.(3))
When the user selects the charging-flexibility option, then
the system operator receives added flexibility for shaping
the facility’s electricity demand during a designated parking
duration ∆kN . That is, the system operator can optimally
schedule the charging profile that minimizes the electric
bill cost. For the optimal charging control, we consider the
following state-of-charge dynamics
SOCk+1 = SOCk +
∆k · ηuk
B
, (6)
for time step k ∈ [0, N − 1] where u is the charging power
level, ∆k is a time step size, ∆kN is the parking duration,
η ∈ [0, 1] is the charger’s efficiency, and B is the battery
capacity.
Then fflex is the optimal cost of charging control, formu-
lated as
fflex(z) = min
u,SOC
N−1∑
k=0
uk(ck − z) + λu‖u‖2, (7)
subject to SOC0 = SOCinit, (8)
SOCk+1 = SOCk +
∆kηuk
B
, ∀k ∈ [0, N − 1],
(9)
SOCN ≥ SOCneed. (10)
where ck is the time-of-use electric utility price at time k,
and λu is the regularization parameter for the charging power
u. We write the equality constraints in the standard matrix
form Cx = d, where
C =

1 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
−1 1 · · · 0 0 −∆kηB · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · −1 1 0 · · · −∆kηB

d =
[
SOCinit 0 · · · 0
]>
x =
[
SOC0 · · · SOCN u0 · · · uN−1
]>
The inequality constraint (10) is also written as a matrix form
Ax ≤ b, where
A =

1 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 1 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 −1 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 1
0 · · · 0 0 −1 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · −1

b =

1
...
1
−SOCneed
pmax
...
pmax
−pmin
...
−pmin

With the dimensions A ∈ R
(
(N+1)+N+N
)
×
(
(N+1)+N
)
and
B ∈ R(N+1)+N+N . Then the optimization can be written
fflex(z) = min
x
N−1∑
k=0
[x]N+2+k(ck−zc)+λu[x]2N+2+k (11)
subject to Ax ≤ b and Cx = d.
Now, we evaluate the random cost due to overstay. We
model the overstay duration as a Poisson process where the
random variable is the overstay duration Toverstay and the
average duration Λ is penalized by the overstay penalty y,
e.g.,
Λ(y) := Λˆ
yˆ
y
, y > 0, (12)
where Λˆ is an expected overstay duration without the con-
troller, i.e., baseline, and yˆ is a baseline overstay penalty.
That is, if the optimal overstay penalty determined by the
controller is equal to the baseline overstay penalty, the
average overstay duration is the same as the baseline overstay
duration. If the optimal penalty is higher than the baseline
penalty, the expected overstay duration decreases in inverse
proportion. The same relation is applied when the optimal
penalty is lower than the baseline penalty. Then we further
simplify the objective function J , Eqn.(3), by approximating
the overstay cost gflex as the expected overstay duration, i.e.,
gflex = E(Toverstay) = Λ(y). (13)
CASE #2: Selecting charging-asap (Eqn.(4))
If the user selects charging-asap, then the PEV is charged
with a nominal power and the deterministic cost fasap is found
by multiplications of parameters, i.e.,
fasap(z) =
Nˆ−1∑
k=1
(ck − zasap) ∆k, (14)
where
Nˆ =
(SOCneed − SOCinit)B
∆kηUnom
(15)
and Unom is the nominal power level which is fixed and
known. The random cost gasap can be formulated identically
as (13) unless the system operator charges overstay differ-
ently.
CASE #3: Leaving without charging (Eqn.(5))
If the user refuses to charge, then the system operator loses
an opportunity to provide charging service, and consequently
it creates lost revenue. We quantify this opportunity cost as
the total cost of providing the uncontrolled charging without
revenue,
f`(0) =
Nˆ−1∑
k=1
(ck − 0) ∆k. (16)
The rationale for zero charging revenue is to quantify the
opportunity cost as a fixed loss at each time step k, without
penalizing the pricing policy z.
IV. REFORMULATION INTO MULTI-CONVEX PROBLEM
Recall that the probability of choosing a given alternative
(2) is not convex in z, and therefore the objective function
(3)-(5) is not convex. It turns out one can reformulate these
equations to yield a multi-convex problem, which can be
solved via Block Coordinate Descent. This section details
this process.
A. Objective in Compact Form
Consider the objective function terms in (3)- (5) from the
previous section. The objective function can be re-written in
the following compact form
min
z∈Z
sm(Θz)flex · (min
x∈X
hflex(z, x))
+ sm(Θz)asap · hasap(z)
+ sm(Θz)` · h`(z) (17)
= min
z∈Z,x∈X
sm(Θz)>h(z, x), (18)
where sm(·) is the softmax operator
sm(Θz)j =
exp θ>j z∑
i∈A exp θ
>
i z
, ∀j ∈ A, (19)
h(z, x) =
hflex(z, x)hasap(z)
h`(z)
 =
fflex(x; z) + gflex(z)fasap(z) + gasap(z)
f`(z)
 , (20)
z =
[
zflex zasap y 1
]>
, (21)
Θ =
[
θflex θasap θ`
]>
,A = {flex, asap, `}, (22)
Z is the domain of z, (23)
X is the domain of x, satisfying (8)-(10) (24)
This compact notation will be useful for the subsequent
derivations.
B. Optimization reformulation
To transform our non-convex problem, the following def-
inition is useful.
Definition IV.1 (Bi-convex function). Let X ⊆ Rn, Y ⊆ Rm
be two non-empty, convex sets. A function h(x, y) : X ×
Y −→ R is called bi-convex function if hx(x, y) is convex
in y for fixed x ∈ X and hy(x, y) is convex in x for fixed
y ∈ Y.
In this work, our objective function is neither convex nor
bi-convex due to the softmax function (19). However, it turns
out that we can exploit the problem structure and reformulate
it as a multi-convex problem, which generalizes Definition
IV.1. Indeed, the optimization problem can be rewritten as
min
z∈Z,x∈X
v>h(z, x),
where v = sm(Θz),
(25)
which can be converted into a 3-block multi-convex problem.
Next, we will handle the non-convex equality constraint v =
sm(Θz). We reformulate it as a bi-convex constraint in the
next section.
C. Bi-convex representation of the constraints
Denote the Log-Sum-Exponential function by lse(u) =
ln
(∑
j∈A exp(uj)
)
. Given u ∈ Rn, we have
lse(u) = ln(1> exp(u)),
∇lse(u) = sm(u),
where exp(u) = [exp(u1) . . . exp(un)].
Also recall that by definition the convex conjugate (a.k.a.
LegendreFenchel transformation) of Log-Sum-Exponential is
lse?(v) ∆= max
u
u>v − lse(u) (26)
It can be shown that the conjugate of Log-Sum-Exponential
is the negative entropy [15], i.e.,
lse?(v) =
{
v> ln(v) if v ≥ 0 and 1>v = 1
∞ o.w. (27)
Let us define V ∆= {v‖ v ≥ 0, 1>v = 1}, the set of finite
discrete probability distributions. Now let us examine the
Fenchel-Young inequality
lse(u) + lse?(v)− u>v ≥ 0, ∀u, ∀v ∈ V. (28)
For all v ∈ V , the Fenchel-Young inequality is true with
equality if and only if
u = argmaxuu
>v − lse(u), (29)
since the Log-Sum-Exponential is strictly convex. The first
order optimality condition for (28) yields
v∗ = ∇lse(u) = sm(u). (30)
Hence,
lse(u) + lse?(v)− u>v ≤ 0 ⇐⇒ v = sm(u). (31)
The significance is that we can replace the equality in (25)
with the inequality constraint in (31). This is an equivalent
reformulation, with no relaxation or approximation errors,
thanks to the Fenchel-Young inequality.
Now, replace u with Θz in (31):
v = sm(Θz) ⇐⇒ lse(Θz) + lse?(v)− v>(Θz) ≤ 0
This inequality can be relaxed given a precision parameter ε
by
lse(Θz) + lse?(v)− v>(Θz) ≤ ε
This inequality defines a bi-convex set in (z, v) with non-
empty interior. We can then reformulate and relax the original
problem into
min
z∈Z,x∈X ,v∈V
v>h(z, x)
subject to: lse(Θz) + lse?(v)− v>(Θz) ≤ ε
(32)
which is 3-block multiconvex in (z, x, v).
D. Block Coordinate Descent Algorithm
Next, we apply the Block Coordinate Descent (BCD)
algorithm [2] to solve the 3-block multi-convex problem in
(32). Details are illustrated in Algorithm 1. Note that each
variable update requires the solution of a convex problem.
Algorithm 1: Block Coordinate Descent Algorithm
Init : z(0) = z0, x(0) = x0, v(0) = sm(Θz0)
F (0) = v(0)>h(z(0), x(0))
1 while ‖F (i+1) − F (i)‖ >  do
2 x(i+1) = argminx∈Xh(z
(i), x)>v(i)
3 z(i+1) = argminz∈Zh(z, x
(i+1))T v(i)
4 + µ(lse(Θz)− z>Θ>v(i))
5 v(i+1) = argminv∈Vv
>h(z(i+1), x(i+1))
6 + µ(lse?(v)− v>Θz(i+1))
7 end
E. BCD convergence rate
We refer to the convergence analysis in [2] and restate the
analysis as follows for completeness of this paper.
Theorem IV.1. Consider an s-block multi-convex function
(x1, · · · , xs) ∈ X → f(x1, · · · , xs)
That is the set given j ∈ {1, · · · , s} the function
xj → f(x1, · · · , xj−1, xj , xj+1, · · · , xs)
defined on
Xj := {xj |(x1, · · · , xj−1, xj , xj+1, · · · , xs) ∈ X}
is convex. If f is differentiable with Lipschitz gradient,
bounded below and locally strongly convex, then BCD will
globally converge to a critical point of f at a worst case
rate O(τk) with 0 < τ < 1 (i.e. linear convergence rate).
In our case, these hypotheses are met. Since the Log-Sum-
Exponential function is locally strongly convex, the BCD
algorithm must converge linearly.
V. SIMULATION
A. Simulation Overview
1) Input Data Overview: In this case study, we consider
measured data from the charging facilities at Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo campus, California – a workplace charging
station for faculty, staff, and students. The data was measured
from January 16th, 2019 to January 23rd, 2019. There are
in total 201 charging events across the week. The average
parking duration is 3.25 hours (Fig. 2) and the average
charging duration is less – about 2 hours (Fig. 3). The
average charging duration to parking duration ratio is 0.62,
meaning that, on average, 38% of the time a charger is
plugged-in, it does not provide service. This phenomenon
results in low utilization of the charging infrastructure.
2) Time-of-Use Price: The Pacific Gas & Electric A-10,
Medium General Time-of-Use Service is adopted as the time-
of-use electricity tariff.
3) Parameter Settings: The charging station is comprised
of level-2 chargers, i.e. the maximum charging power is 7.2
kW. We only consider from 7 am to 10 pm (a total of 15
hours) as the operation hours at the charging station.
We synthetically generated DCM parameters β, γ, and β0
so that:
• charging-asap is preferred by default;
• a decreasing gap in charging price between charging-
flexibility and charging-asap options increases the prob-
ability of controlled charging;
• high charging prices and overstay penalty increase the
probability of leaving without charging;
• controlled charging is preferred with high desired park-
ing duration.
These choices are intuitive. However, they are not experi-
mentally validated. This would require a careful design of
experiments with human participants, which is outside the
scope of this paper.
Fig. 2. Histogram of total parking duration for all the charging events.
Fig. 3. Histogram of charging duration for all the events.
B. Simulation Results
We run simulations across 50 days (episodes) where, in
each episode, a sequence of charging events is randomly
sampled from the empirical PDF of charging demand. In
each charging event, each user “randomly” chooses a charg-
ing option according to their perceived utility, which includes
charging price and the overstay penalty, computed by the
pricing controller. We compare the simulation results of
controlled operations, i.e., with the price controller, with
the simulation results of nominal operations, i.e. without a
price controller (the baseline). In particular, we specifically
consider three performance metrics: (i) overstay duration, (ii)
net profit, and (iii) the Quality-of-Service, which is calculated
by the number of provided charging services1.
Fig. 4 shows a single instance of the temporal profile
of the charging station’s total net power, profit, occupancy,
cumulative overstay duration, and number of charging ser-
vice, respectively, over the operating hours within a day.
These plots illustrate high charging demand in the morning,
where the controller is more effective at managing load, and
low charging demand in the evening, where the controller
provides less benefit because there is less congestion to
manage. In the third plot in Fig. 4, one can see the overstay
events primarily occur outside PG&E’s peak hour period,
13:00-18:00 (when the TOU prices are high as shown in
Fig. 6). In this example, the overstaying vehicles are cleared
out between 13:00-15:00, so that the charging station can
accommodate more customers. This behavior occurs because
the controller seeks flexible charging demand to reduce
electricity consumed during PG&E’s peak pricing period,
when the utility’s electricity cost is high. In the bottom plot
1Note that the baseline does not consider the probability of leaving
without charging as a choice option, and consequently the baseline can
provide more service than the controlled case.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of the one-day operations with the controller.
Each profile indicates aggregate values over all charging poles (set to a total
of 6 in the simulation).
in Fig. 4, one can see a charging service initiates around
17:00, however, the actual charging occurs during the off-
peak hours, 18:00-20:00, (top plot in Fig. 4). This illustrates
how the optimal charging controller is managing electricity
demand to minimize net costs / maximize net profit.
The effectiveness of the controller can be further explored
through Monte Carlo simulations. Fig. 5 illustrates that the
controller decreases overstay duration by 37.15%, increases
net profit by 10.17%, and increases the number of fulfilled
charging services by 27.88% compared to the case without
price control. These improvements are essentially because
the controller optimally sets the overstaying penalty while
mitigating the probability of losing a user. The overstay
penalty encourages the users to leave sooner after their
vehicle is fully charged, and therefore the station can provide
more users with charging service. Consequently, the net
profit increases.
That being all said, the simulations are based on a con-
troller with perfect knowledge of the synthetically generated
behavioral model, and the actual behavior will be different
in practice. Therefore, instead of the numbers, we highlight
the significant “potential” of the controller for PEV charging
station operators to increase utilization.
1) Charging Option Choices and Probabilities: Fig. 6
shows that the users in general have higher tendency to
adopt charging-asap. However, during the utility’s peak
hours in the middle of the day, the controller adjusts the
prices so that the preference to charging-asap decreases
while the preference to charging-flexibility increases. To clear
out overstaying vehicles during peak hours, the overstay
penalty is set high and correspondingly the probability of
leaving without charging increases. These results illustrate
how a human behavioral model can be utilized to nudge EV
charging demand for a facility operator’s benefit.
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Fig. 5. Monte Carlo simulation results with a total of 50 days (episodes) of
operations. At each episode, a sequence of charging activities is randomly
sampled from the empirical PDF generated with the Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo dataset.
Fig. 6. Charging choices and their probability over time of a day; Blue
curve indicates the evolve of TOU throughout a day.
C. Sensitivity Analysis
Next, we perform a sensitivity analysis by varying the
number of charging poles at the station and examine the
results according to the three metrics defined above. We
consider the main streams of income as charging service and
overstay penalty. However, with the objective to minimize
overstay duration, one stream of income can be negatively
impacted. As reflected in Fig. 7, when the number of charg-
ing poles is small (2-6), supply of charging infrastructure is
much less than demand. In this case, the controller increases
net profit by providing more charging service by clearing
out more overstaying vehicles. This is also verified in our
Monte Carlo simulation results in Fig. 5: there is nearly
30% improvement in QoS, which results in more profit
from providing more charging service. On the other hand,
as the number of charging poles becomes large, supply of
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis by number of poles. “Improvement” in y-
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compared to the baseline (without controller), which is computed as(
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)
∗ 100%.
charging infrastructure exceeds demand, and this affects the
overall profit gain. In this case, although it’s counter-intuitive,
we actually witness profit decrease. This is in particular
due to the reduction of overstay duration and corresponding
reduction of the profit from overstay. Then it naturally leads
to an interesting question: with given demands, what would
be the optimal charging station configuration? This will be
left for future work, taking the perspective of a station
planner. Nevertheless, it is clear that EV charging price
control yields the greatest benefits when demand exceeds
supply.
D. Limitations
The proposed controller optimizes a local problem, i.e., it
optimizes the costs at an individual charger when charging
service is sought. We do not consider a global problem,
which evaluates the total costs of the entire charging station.
Nevertheless, the simulation studies demonstrate a significant
improvement in the overall system-wide performance.
In the simulation studies, We assume homogeneity among
human users during the decision making process. That is,
all uses have the same DCM parameters. However, each
user might have different sensitivities to price information
in practice. That said, it is challenging to evaluate individual
behavioral models. This would involve significant efforts in
tracking individual charging behaviors over a period of time
to collect sufficient data to estimate the DCM parameters, as
well as potential privacy issues – a topic of on-going work.
Apart from user homogeneity, we assume that there is no
mismatch between the behavior model in the optimization
problem and the actual behavior that generates choices in
the simulations. The validity of this assumption depends on
how accurately the DCM model represents the actual human
behavior, which will also require empirical research with
human subjects.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper designs a mathematical control framework for
charging station operation aimed at alleviating the overstay
issue, while maximizing net profit. In the framework, we
incorporate a Discrete Choice Model (DCM) from behavioral
economics to quantify the probability of a user’s selection,
given a controllable price. The control problem is a non-
convex problem, yet has a particular structure that enables
reformulation into a multi-convex problem. We show that
Block Coordinate Descent can effectively solve the multi-
convex problem. We validate the proposed framework with
a real dataset for charging demand using an agent-based sim-
ulator. Monte-Carlo simulation results indicate a significant
potential for improving three performance metrics: overstay
duration, net profit, and number of fulfilled charging services.
A sensitivity analysis demonstrates a loss of net profit when
the availability of chargers exceeds demand, but an increase
in net profit when demand exceeds charger availability.
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